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Consumer Behavior,
Electronic Commerce, and

Channel Strategy

Chapter 19
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• From an economic perspective, channels of
distribution are thought of as providing
– Form utility
– Time utility
– Place utility
– Possession utility

Introduction

19-3

Store-Related Affect and Cognition

• Two major variables of managerial concern
at the retail level
– Store image

• What consumers think about a particular store
• Includes perceptions and attitudes based on

sensations of store-related stimuli received through
the five senses

• Developing a consistent store image is a common
goal of retailers
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Store-Related Affect and Cognition
cont.

– Store atmosphere
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Store-Related Affect and Cognition
cont.

• Donovan and Rossiter argument
• Approach and avoidance behaviors

– Physical
– Exploratory
– Communication
– Performance and satisfaction
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Store-Related Affect and Cognition
cont.

• Investigated relationships between three types of
emotional states and stated intentions to perform
certain store-related behaviors

– Pleasure
– Arousal
– Dominance

• Pleasure and arousal were found to influence
consumers’ stated

– Enjoyment of shopping in the store
– Time spent browsing and exploring the store’s

offerings
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Store-Related Affect and Cognition
cont.

– Time spent browsing and exploring the store’s
offerings

– Willingness to talk to sales personnel
– Tendency to spend more money than originally planned
– Likelihood of returning to the store

• Dominance was found to have little effect on
consumer behaviors in the retail environment
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Store-Related Behavior

• Store contact
– Involves the consumer locating, traveling to,

and entering a store
– A number of variables are concerned with

obtaining store contacts
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Store-Related Behavior cont.

• Store loyalty
– Can be strongly influenced by the arrangement

of the environment, particularly the reinforcing
properties of the retail store

– Store loyalty is a major objective of retail
channel strategy and has an important financial
impact
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Store Environment

• Store location
– A critical aspect of channel strategy
– Research on retail location has been dominated

by a regional urban economics approach rather
than a behavioral approach

19-11

Store Environment cont.

– General approaches to store location
• Checklist
• Analog
• Regression models
• Location allocation models
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Store Environment cont.

• Store layout
– Grid layout
– Free-form layout
– Major advantages and disadvantages of the grid

and free-form layouts
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Store Environment cont.

19-14

Store Environment cont.

• In-store stimuli
– Signs and price information
– Color
– Shelf space and displays
– Music
– Scent

19-15

Nonstore Consumer Behavior

• Consumer purchase mode
– The method a consumer uses to shop and

purchase from store or nonstore alternatives
– Choices made among the various consumer

purchase modes are influenced by many factors
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Nonstore Consumer Behavior cont.

• Catalog and direct mail purchases
– Have grown dramatically with the increase in

dual-income families and the general need for
consumers to save time

– Catalogs have some disadvantages for
consumers

• Product price and shipping charges

19-17

Nonstore Consumer Behavior cont.

• Inability to experience the feel, fit, or other
sensory stimuli of a product directly

• Waiting time to receive merchandise
• Product return

• Vending machine purchases
– Sales have experience little growth in recent

years

19-18

Nonstore Consumer Behavior cont.

– Merchandise selling for more than a dollar has
not sold well

– Provide merchandise in convenient locations
and often available for purchases twenty-four
hours a day

– Prices are typically higher
– Recovery of money may not be possible if

product is not delivered
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Nonstore Consumer Behavior cont.

• Television home shopping
– TV shopping channel network accessible to 60

million Americans, but only viewed by about 20
percent

– Must be watching the channel when the
merchandise is offered

– Must pay shipping charges
– Less informative than experiencing products

directly in stores

19-20

Nonstore Consumer Behavior cont.

• Direct sales purchases
– Face-to-face or telephone transaction
– Salespeople can provide in-depth product

usage information
– Merchandise is often higher priced than similar

merchandise in stores

19-21

Nonstore Consumer Behavior cont.

– Must spend time watching the demonstration
and discussing products

– Pressure by overzealous salespeople to
purchase unneeded products

• Electronic exchanges
– Involve consumers in collecting information,

shopping, and purchasing from Web sites
– Fastest growing purchase mode
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Nonstore Consumer Behavior cont.
• A comparison of consumer purchase modes

19-23

Electronic Commerce

• The process by which buyers and sellers
conduct exchanges of information, money,
and merchandise by electronic means,
primarily on the Internet

• Consumer strategies for electronic and store
exchanges

19-24

Electronic Commerce cont.

– Could both shop and purchase electronically,
making a pure electronic exchange

– Could use the store-aided electronic exchange
– Could collect information online and then go to

a brick-and-mortar store or dealer to make a
purchase

– Could shop and purchase in stores without
using the Internet at all
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Electronic Commerce cont.
• Electronic exchanges from the consumer side

19-26

Electronic Commerce cont.

– Although electronic exchanges have been
growing, they still remain a small part of
consumer purchasing

– Consumer uncertainty about product quality and
the inability to experience products prior to
purchasing and receiving them is a concern

19-27

Electronic Commerce cont.

– The amount of information available on the
Internet and the time and effort necessary to
access it is a problem

– Not clear whether consumers get the lowest
prices by shopping on the Web when shipping
costs and return costs are considered
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Electronic Commerce cont.

• The future of consumer electronic
exchanges
– Will continue to grow rapidly
– Factors that may limit consumer electronic

purchases from equaling or overtaking
traditional brick-and-mortar stores in the near
future

• Many consumers do not have access to
computers

19-29

Electronic Commerce cont.
• Many consumers are not savvy enough to

perform electronic exchanges effectively
• Many e-marketers do not make enough profit to

reinvest in growing consumer markets
• Making electronic exchange requires consumers

to change long-standing ways of buying
• Many consumer products do not fit an electronic

exchange format
• Many consumers trust brick-and-mortar stores

that they have shopped and purchased in for
many years

19-30

Channel Strategy

• Marketing managers have many decisions
to make in designing effective channels to
serve consumers

• Different members of a distribution channel
may be primarily concerned with influencing
different consumer behaviors
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Channel Strategy cont.

19-32

Channel Strategy cont.

• The starting point for designing effective
channels is an analysis of consumer-product
relationships

• Commodity
– The nature of the product or service offered to

the consumer
– Key consumer-related questions in considering

the nature of the product or service

19-33

Channel Strategy cont.

• Conditions
– The current state of and expected changes in

the economic, social, political, and legal
environments in which the firm operates

– Because channels typically involve long-term
commitments by a firm that may be difficult to
change condition information is critical in
channel design
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Channel Strategy cont.

• Competition
– The size, financial and marketing strengths, and

market share of a firm’s competitors are major
concerns in designing effective marketing
strategies

– A key issue concerns how major competitors
distribute products and how their distribution
system influences consumers

19-35

Channel Strategy cont.

• Costs
– A basic goal is to design a distribution system

that facilitates exchanges between the firm and
consumers, but does so in a cost-efficient
manner

• Coverage
– Two separate meanings in channel strategy

19-36

Channel Strategy cont.

• Competence
– A frequently overlooked criterion

• Control
– In general, there is greater control in direct

channels because no intermediaries are
involved
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19-37

Channel Strategy cont.

• Characteristics of intermediaries
– If no acceptable intermediaries are available

then the firm must either market directly,
encourage the development of intermediaries,
or forgo entering a particular market

– Consumer perceptions of intermediaries can be
crucial in channel strategy

19-38

Summary

• Presented an overview of consumer
behavior and channel strategy

• Identified the two most critical store-related
affect and cognitions for channel strategy

• Discussed store-related behaviors
• Examined the store environment

19-39

Summary cont.

• Discussed a variety of consumer purchase
modes, with an emphasis on nonstore
modes

• Described electronic commerce evaluation
from a consumer point of view

• Emphasized that it is the consumer and their
relationships with other criteria that
determine appropriate channel strategy


